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Abstract
The problem of reconstructing strings from their substring spectra has a long history and in its most simple incarnation
asks for determining under which conditions the spectrum uniquely determines the string. We study the problem of coded string
reconstruction from multiset substring spectra, where the strings are restricted to lie in some codebook. In particular, we consider
binary codebooks that allow for unique string reconstruction and propose a new method, termed repeat replacement, to create
the codebook. Our contributions include algorithmic solutions for repeat replacement and constructive redundancy bounds for the
underlying coding schemes. We also consider extensions of the problem to noisy settings in which substrings are compromised
by burst and random errors. The study is motivated by applications in DNA-based data storage systems that use high throughput
readout sequencers.
I. INTRODUCTION
String reconstruction refers to the problem of recovering a string based on some information about its substrings (i.e, strings
composed of consecutive elements of the string) or subsequences (i.e, strings composed of possibly non-consecutive elements
of the string). Most often, the information is in the form of the sequence spectrum [24], comprising all distinct substrings of
the string; the multiset spectrum [17], comprising the multiset of the substrings of the string; the k-deck [22], [31], comprising
all subsequences of the string of length k; sequence traces [3], [10], corresponding to randomly selected subsequences of the
string; or multiset compositions [1], [2], providing information about the composition of substrings only. The central problem
in string reconstruction is to identify which strings may be uniquely reconstructed given a certain substring and subsequence
information. In all of the above described scenarios, no restrictions are imposed on the properties of the strings one seeks to
reconstruct.
In contrast, the problem of coded string reconstruction asks for reconstructing strings that satisfy some predefined constraints.
The first instance of a coded sequence reconstruction problem was studied by Levenshtein [20], who posed the sequence
reconstruction problem for strings drawn from an error-correcting codebook. Recently, a new form of coded reconstruction
was introduced in [6], [12], [17], with the goal of performing string encodings that enable unique reconstruction based on
substring multisets. The problem of interest is to identify efficient coding schemes that convert arbitrary input strings into
strings that may be uniquely reconstructed given some predetermined substring and/or subsequence information. It is for this
setting that we propose a new coding method termed repeat replacement. Repeat replacement may be viewed as a form of string
compression in which one removes all repeated substrings of prescribed length and replaces them with pointers to their original
locations in a way that allows for recovering the original information. In many cases, the proposed techniques require careful
selection of the order of repeat removals and involve a special encoding process for the repeats. Other replacement techniques
were investigated in [21], [38], with the goal of imposing runlength or balancing constraints on a string. In these scenarios,
removing offending substrings does not cause the introduction of other offending substrings, which makes the underlying
problem solution simpler than repeat replacement. Another important observation is that classical compression algorithms such
as Lempel-Ziv (LZ)-type methods [40] cannot be used instead of repeat replacement: It is straightforward to see that there is
no guarantee that single-pass LZ encoding removes all repeats and does not introduce new 1s in the compressed string [15].
The problem of coded reconstruction analyzed in this work is motivated by applications in DNA-based data storage, where
the strings to be sequenced are user-defined and synthetically generated, and hence allowed to have arbitrary content [13],
[14]. The first DNA-based storage system implementation used suffix-prefix overlapping DNA-blocks, termed oligos, to store
information and ensure four-fold coverage of each information symbol [13]. Such a representation does not allow for random
access, extensive error-correction or rewriting. To address these issues, the authors of [34]–[36] proposed using long DNA
blocks (gBlocks), and showed how these blocks can be equipped with addresses that enable random access and sequenced with
nanopores. For long block lengths, no overlap between the blocks is required, and reconstruction of the original message is
accomplishes by individually decoding of all blocks. A related line of coding problems was reported in [19], [32]. It is in the
context of the original system architecture [13] that the issue of substrings repeats is of importance. It is known that certain
repeated substrings lead to ambiguities in string reconstruction and cause assembly errors [37] independently on the sequence
coverage, whenever the observed substring length is below some critical threshold. Hence, to enable unique reconstruction
and reduce the critical threshold length, one has to design codebooks of strings that do not contain undesirable repeats. The
main finding of this work is that even two bits of coding redundancy allow the critical length to be reduced from O(n) to
O(log n), where n denotes the length of the string to be stored. The redundancy is added in the process of repeat replacement,
a procedure that requires O(n2 logn) operations. The process of repeat replacement is generalized for the case when not all
substrings of the string are observed (i.e., for the case of coverage errors, which may be random or bursty), provided that the
2gap between observed reads is bounded by some constant independent of n. In addition, parallel findings are presented for
additive substring errors accompanied by coverage errors.
We also observe that the reconstruction problem simplifies as the alphabet size increases. In particular, a simple mapping
akin to the one reported in [36] may be used to design reconstruction codes over non-binary alphabets using reconstruction
codes for binary alphabets. Consequently, we focus our attention on the problem of designing reconstruction codes for binary
alphabets only.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the relevant notation and provides a rigorous problem statement.
The section also discusses prior results in the area. Section III describes the codebook design process for substrings of length
> 2 logn observed in a noiseless manner. Section IV focuses on the case of string reconstruction with substring lengths within
the interval (log n, 2 logn). Section V studies the coded string recovery problem for noisy substring spectra.
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
We consider the problem of reconstructing a string x ∈ {0, 1}n from the multiset of its substrings of length L, where L is
allowed to scale with the string length n. Adopting a similar terminology as the one used in [24], we let xi,L denote the i-th
substring in x of length L, i.e., the substring of x starting at position i. Furthermore, for x ∈ {0, 1}n, we say that x1,L is a
prefix of x of length L and that xn−L+1,L is a suffix of x of length L. If L 6= n, then xn−L+1,L is called a proper suffix
of x. For example, if x = (0, 1, 1, 0), then x3,2 = (1, 0). We refer to the multiset of all substrings of length L of x as the
L-multispectrum (or substring profile) of x, and denote the it by ML(x). Clearly, ML(x) = {x1,L,x2,L, . . . ,xn−L+1,L}.
The period of a string x ∈ {0, 1}n is the smallest integer p such that for all i ∈ [n− p], xi = xi+p. For example, the string
x = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1) of length n = 6 has period p = 3; we use p(x) to denote the period of x and refer to a string x with
p(x) = n as aperiodic. The following example illustrates the previously introduced concepts.
Example 1. Let x = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0). For L = 2, M2(x) =
{
(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (0, 0)
}
. The string x has period 3.
Next, consider two strings x = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1) and y = (1, 1, 0, 1, 1). Clearly,
M3(x) =
{
(0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1)
}
= M3(y),
so that x and y cannot be reconstructed uniquely from their 3-multispectra. However, for L = 4,
M4(x) =
{
(0, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0, 1)
}
,
and
M4(y) =
{
(1, 1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 1)
}
,
and since M4(x) 6=M4(y), x and y can be distinguished based on their 4-multispectra.
In what follows, we will be concerned with constructing codebooks X of strings such that all strings x ∈ X can be uniquely
determined by their L-multispectraML(x). Such codebooks are referred to as L-reconstruction codes. We define the rate of a
codebook X ⊆ {0, 1}n as log |X |
n
, where the log is base two, and the codebook redundancy equals n− log |X |. The maximum
rate of any L-reconstruction code of length n is denoted by R(n, L). The goal of this work is to design L-reconstruction codes
with smallest redundancy, and consequently, largest rate. Another requirement is that one should be able to perform message
encoding and decoding of such codes in a straightforward and computationally efficient manner.
Following up on the work in [17], the authors of [6] showed that for L = n2 + 1, there exists an L-reconstruction code
with one bit of redundancy, endowed with a simple encoding scheme1. In addition, the same paper established that for L >
2 logn+ 2, it is possible to design a codebook with 2
n−1
n
uniquely recoverable strings. As a consequence, for this parameter
regime, one has
lim
n→∞
R(n, L) → 1,
whenever L > 2 logn+ 2. No explicit encoding schemes are known for codes that achieve this rate.
As noted in [6], |{M : ∃x ∈ {0, 1}n,ML(x) = M}| is at most equal to the number of 2
L-compositions of n− L+ 1, so
that
|{M : ∃x ∈ {0, 1}n,ML(x) = M}| 6
(
n− L+ 2L
2L − 1
)
.
This result implies that the maximum rate of any L-reconstruction code R(n, L) satisfies
lim
n→∞
R(n, L)→ 0
1Here, and elsewhere in the paper, we tacitly assume that the values of L and log n are integers. In general, one needs to use floor functions for each
fractional value. To avoid notational clutter, we dispose of the floor function and only write the corresponding function of n.
3for L 6 logn1+ǫ , and any ǫ > 0 (see Theorem 2.1, [6]). It remains an open problem to determine the optimal code rate for
substring lengths L in the interval [log n, 2 log n+ 1].
Our main results are as follows. First, we show that there exists an L-reconstruction code with a single bit of redundancy
provided that L > 2 logn+2, thereby improving the results of [6]. In addition, we describe an encoding scheme that requires
two bits of redundancy for L > 2 logn + 4. Second, we provide a code construction for the case logn < L < 2 logn that
establishes that
lim
n→∞
R(n, L) =
{
1, for L > ⌈(1 + ǫ) logn⌉,
0, otherwise,
where 0 < ǫ < 1. Our encoding methods rely on a novel approach termed repeat replacement, which is of independent interest
in many other string editing and design applications.
We also consider the case of noisy substring multispectra. Unlike [6], we focus on a subclass of coverage errors expected
to arise in high-accuracy sequencing platforms, and refer to the errors as bounded gap coverage errors. More precisely, for
any string x, one is given only a subset of the substring multispectrum, M̂L(x) ⊆ ML(x). We say that the multiset M̂L(x)
has maximal coverage gap C if for all i ∈ [n− L + 1], there exists an j such that 1 6 |j − i| 6 C and xj,L ∈ M̂L(x). We
show that when C is a constant, there exists a code of rate one with an efficient encoding/decoding procedure that allows for
unique reconstruction with L = O(log n). In addition, we also present code constructions for the case when, in addition to
bounded gap coverage errors, the multispectrum also contains substitution errors.
III. RECONSTRUCTION CODEBOOKS FOR L > 2 logn
Let SL(x) denote the set of all L-substrings of x. If |SL(x)| = n − L + 1, then SL(x) = ML(x) and we say that x is
L-substring unique. An example of L-substring unique strings are (cyclic) de Bruijn strings [9] which have the property that
all substrings of length L appear exactly once. The number of de Bruijn strings of length n and unique substring length L
equals
(L!)L
n−1
Ln
.
Next, recall that we refer to a codebook C as an L-reconstruction code if for any x ∈ C, we can recover x given its L-
multispectrum ML(x). The following proposition establishes simple sufficient conditions for the existence of L-reconstruction
codes and was first reported in [37].
Proposition 1. Suppose that x is (L− 1)-substring unique. Then, x can be reconstructed from SL(x) =ML(x).
Proof: For any two distinct L-substrings xi1,L = (xi1 , xi1+1, . . . , xi1+L−1) and xi2,L = (xi2 , xi2+1, . . . , xi2+L−1) ∈
ML(x), the last L − 1 bits in xi1,L equal to the first L − 1 bits of xi2,L if and only if (xi1+1, xi1+2, . . . , xi1+L−1, xi2,L) ∈
ML(x). This allows one to uniquely concatenate the L-substrings with overlapping length L−1 suffix-prefixes, as is standardly
done in de Bruijn graph based string assembly [8].
As a consequence of Proposition 1, one straightforward approach to devising L-reconstruction codes is to form strings that
do not have repeated substrings of length L− 1. As a consequence, one can define an L-reconstruction code according to:
U(n, L) =
{
x ∈ {0, 1}n : ∀i, j, i 6= j, xi,L−1 6= xj,L−1
}
.
Using counting arguments outlined in the Appendix, we arrive the following lower and upper bounds on U(n, L).
Lemma 2. For n > 2, one has
2n ·
(
1−
(n− L+ 1)2
2L
)
6 | U(n, L) | 6 2n · exp
(
−
n− L+ 1
2L
·
(
n
L− 1
− 2
))
. (1)
For L− 1 > 2 logn+ 1, we also have the following corollary of Proposition 1 and Lemma 2.
Corollary 3. For L > 2 logn+ 2, there exists an L-reconstruction code with at most one bit of redundancy.
Proof: To prove the result, we need to show that log | U(n, L) | > n − 1 for L > 2 logn + 2, so that the result then
follows from Proposition 1. Since (n− L+ 1)2/2L is monotonically decreasing with L and for n > 2, we have
log
(
1−
(n− L+ 1)2
2L
)
> log
(
1−
(n− 2 logn− 1)2
4n2
)
> log
(
3
4
−
1
2n
+
4 log2 n+ 4(n− 1) logn+ 1
4n2
)
> −1.
From Lemma 2 it follows that log | U(n, L) | > n− 1, which proves the claim.
Next, we turn to the problem of designing an efficient encoder for an L-reconstruction code. Our constructive approach is
inspired by techniques described in [30] and [38] for removing runs of 0s exceeding a certain length from arbitrary strings.
Unlike the known runlength replacement strategy, our approach – repeat replacement – is iterative and it may lead to the
creation of new repeats in already processed substrings.
4The differences between repeat and runlength replacements are illustrated by the following two examples.
Example 2. We first describe how runlength replacement works for the case that one wants to limit the length of the longest
run of 0s in a binary information string. The described approach is valid whenever the longest run is bounded from above by
log(n+ 2) + 1, where n represents the length of the information string. A detailed description of this method may be found
in [30]. As an example, let n = 14, and set the length of the longest allowed run of 0s to 5. The idea behind the approach is
to delete all-zeros substrings that have length 6 (or, in general one plus the length of the longest allowed runlength) and then
append the (encoded) location of the deleted substring to the end of the original information string.
Suppose that the length-14 information string of interest is
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1).
In the initialization step, we append the substring (1, 0) to the information string. For the running example, this results in a
string of length 16, namely
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0).
The suffix (1, 0) is chosen to ensure that the string terminates with a 0 and that no existing run of 0s is extended. Each time
a length-6 substring is deleted, 6 symbols are appended to the end of the encoded string so that the length of the encoded
string remains 16. The first 6 symbols of the string are 0s. We delete this zero-substring, thereby decreasing the length of the
first run of 0s. We subsequently append the location of the deleted substring to the end of the string to make sure that during
the decoding stage we can undo the deletion and recover the original information string. In our example, since the substring
starts at position one, we append (0, 0, 0, 1) to the modified string to arrive at
(0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Next, we append (1, 1) to the end of the string to obtain a string of length 16,
(0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1).
The string (1, 1) is used to indicate that the substring (0, 0, 0, 1), which immediately precedes (1, 1), describes the location of
a deleted all-zeros substring of length six. Since the above string no longer contains runs of 0s of lengths greater than five,
the encoding process terminates. Otherwise, one would repeat the same procedure of deleting an all-zeros substring of length
6 and then appending 4 bits of encoded positional information followed by the bit-pair (1, 1).
The original information string can be recovered by first checking whether the last bit of the encoded string has value 1 or
0. If the last bit of the encoded string has value 0, one recovers the original string by simply deleting the last two bits, as (1, 0)
is appended by default at the beginning of the encoding procedure during the initialization step. In the example, since the last
bit is a 1, we delete the last 6 bits, and infer that an all-zeros substring of length 6 was deleted at position one. Re-inserting
the length six all-zeros substring leads to
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0).
Since the string ends with (1, 0), we conclude that the information string was
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1).
A key observation based on the previous example is that the encoder cannot create new runs of 0s in the information
string after an all-zeros substring is removed. It is also straightforward to see that no new runs of length greater than four can
be introduced by appending the positional information. Furthermore, at each removal step, the same substring (the all-zeros
substring) is deleted. None of these properties hold for the case of repeat replacement, as explained in the example below.
Example 3. Let 1k and 0k denote runlengths of 1s and 0s of length k, respectively, and let the information string of interest
be
(08, 14, 08, 14, 04, 18).
We wish to generate a string without repeated substrings of length 8 using a sequence replacement technique. Our approach
will be the same as the one described in the previous example, in so far that repeated substrings will be deleted from the
information string. Similarly to the run removal technique, after a substring is deleted, additional bits are appended to the
string so that the deleted substring can be recovered.
In our example, the first repeated substring of length eight equals 08, and it begins at position 13. Note that removing the
second instance of this substring results in the string
(08, 18, 04, 18),
5which results in the creation of a new repeat that was not in the original substring (i.e., the substring 18 now appears twice).
Hence, the repeat removal procedure cannot be completed in one pass, as previously examined positions may give rise to new
repeats.
As will be described shortly, in order to resolve the problems observed in Example 3, we encode the input string as follows.
First, we remove fixed length substrings in multiple rounds. At each round, the length of the encoded string is reduced by
exactly one. When repeats are removed, substrings encoding the location of the original substring and its repeat are appended
to the string. In addition, two marker bits are appended to the encoded string to ensure accurate reconstruction. The procedure
terminates when the obtained string is (L−1)-substring unique. To this string, we append sufficiently many 0s to ensure that the
length of the codeword is fixed – appending 0s does not lead to a violation of the unique L-substring reconstruction property
as long as two marker bits are inserted into the string. Proposition 4 rigorously formalizes the above described procedure.
In what follows, we use ℓ(v) to denote the length of a binary string v ∈ {0, 1}∗.
Proposition 4. Suppose that x = (x′,0) ∈ {0, 1}n, where xL−1 = 1, ℓ(x
′) > L−1, x′ ends with a 1, and x′ is (L−1)-substring
unique. Then, x can be uniquely reconstructed fromML(x).
Proof: To reconstruct x, we start by identifying the first L−1 positions of x. Since x′ has length ℓ(x′) > L−1, and since
x
′ is (L− 1)-substring unique, the first L− 1 bits in x appear as a substring in ML(x
′) only once. Hence, x1,L−1 6= xi,L−1
for i ∈ [ℓ(x′) − L + 2] (unless i = 1). Furthermore, given that xL−1 = 1, one also has x1,L−1 6= xi,L−1 for i ∈ {ℓ(x
′) −
L+3, ℓ(x′)−L+4, . . . , n−L+2}, since the strings xi,L−1 for this range of values of i end with a 0. Therefore, x1,L may
be found by examining the prefixes of each of the O(n) substrings in the spectrum. Upon identification, the substring x1,L is
removed from ML(x).
Next, we proceed with classical suffix-prefix matchings of substrings: We identify substrings in ML(x) whose first L− 1
bits match the last L − 1 bits of x1,L. If there is only one such substring, without counting its multiplicity, we declare it to
be x2,L. If there are at least two different strings in ML(x) that satisfy the matching constraint, x
(1)
2,L,x
(2)
2,L, then x
(1)
2,L and
x
(2)
2,L restricted to the first L− 1 positions equal x2,L−1. This is only possible if x
(1)
2,L ends with a 1 and x
(2)
2,L ends with a 0,
or vice versa. Since x′ is (L − 1)-substring unique and x = (x′,0), one of the two substrings x
(1)
2,L,x
(2)
2,L has to appear in
x starting at position j, where j > ℓ(x′) − L + 2. Since by assumption x
(2)
2,L ends with a 0 and due to the fact that x ends
with n− ℓ(x′) 0s, it follows that x2,L = x
(1)
2,L. We remove one instance of the substring x
(1)
2,L from the multi-set ML(x) and
proceed. We continue in the same manner until the multiset ML(x) contains only all-zeros substrings. Then, since x is of the
form x = (x′,0), we set the remaining bits of x to 0 and complete the decoding.
In order to describe our procedure for generating (L−1)-substring unique strings, we introduce the notion of nonoverlapping
repeated substrings and overlapping repeated substrings. We say that a string x ∈ {0, 1}n has a nonoverlapping repeated
substring of length L− 1 at the positions (i, j), i < j, if xi,L−1 = xj,L−1 and j − i > L− 1. For example, the string (1, 0, 1)
is a non-overlapping repeated substring of x = (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1) at the positions (1, 6). On the other hand, if i < j and
xi,L−1 = xj,L−1 for j− i < L− 1, we say that x has an overlapping repeated substring of length L− 1 at the positions (i, j).
For example, the string (1, 0, 1) is an overlapping repeated substring of x = (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0) at the positions (1, 3). In either
of the two cases, we say that x has repeats at positions (i, j), i < j, of length L− 1.
For an integer k ∈ [n], let B(k) ∈ {0, 1}logn denote its binary representation of length logn, and recall that the length
of a string v ∈ {0, 1}∗ is denoted by ℓ(v). Unless stated otherwise, we assume throughout the remainder of this section that
L = 2 logn+ 4.
Proposition 5. Suppose that the string x ∈ {0, 1}n has an overlapping repeated substring of length L − 1 at the positions (i, j).
Then, p(xi,L−1+j−i)6j − i.
Proof: If xi,L−1 = xj,L−1, then (xj , xj+1, . . . , xj+L−2) = (xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+L−2) and in particular, (xj , xj+1, . . . , xi+L−2)
= (xi, xi+1, . . . , x2i−j+L−2). Thus, (xi+p, xi+p+1, . . . , xj+p−1) = (xj+p, xj+p+1, . . . , x2j+p−i−1), for 0 6 p 6 (L − 1) −
(j − i), which implies that p(xi,L−1+j−i) = j − i.
We are now ready to describe the repeat replacement encoder ERR, the steps of which are outlined in Algorithm 1. The
input of the encoder is a string xI ∈ {0, 1}
n such that its (L− 1)-st and last bit are both equal to 1. The output of ERR is a
string x ∈ {0, 1}∗, such that ℓ(x) 6 ℓ(xI), x is (L− 1)-substring unique, and the (L− 1)-st and last bit of x are both equal
to 1.
6Algorithm 1 Repeat replacement encoder ERR for generating (L− 1)-substring unique strings.
1: If xI is (L− 1)-substring unique, set x = xI and STOP. Otherwise, set x
(0) = xI , and let k = 1.
2: Suppose that x(k−1) has a repeat at positions (i, j) of length L− 1. Let x(k) be obtained by deleting x
(k−1)
j,L−1 from x
(k−1)
and subsequently appending the string (B(i), B(j), 0, 1) at the end of the generated string.
3: If x
(k)
L−1 = 0, i.e., if the (L− 1) -st bit of x
(k) equals to 0, reset x
(k)
L−1 = 1 and update the last two bits of x
(k) to (1, 1).
If x(k) is (L − 1)-substring unique, set x = x(k) and STOP. Otherwise, set k = k + 1, and go to Step 2.
Note that if the string does not contain repeats, its length clearly remains the same as the algorithm terminates immediately.
Furthermore, in Step 2, for each possible value of k, we have ℓ(x
(k−1)
j,L−1) = L−1 and ℓ(B(i), B(j), 0, 1) = 2 logn+2 = L−2;
as a result, it holds that ℓ(x(k)) = ℓ(x(k−1))− 1. Furthermore, the following claim holds true.
Proposition 6. Suppose that x = ERR(xI). Then, x is (L − 1)-substring unique, with its (L − 1)-st and last bit equal to 1, and
ℓ(x) > L− 1.
Proof: We first show that ℓ(x) > L − 1. Suppose on the contrary that ℓ(x) = N < L − 1. Then, during the encoding
procedure we had to encounter ℓ(x(k−1)) = N + 1 and ℓ(x(k)) = N for some k > 1. Since ℓ(x(k)) = ℓ(x(k−1)) − 1, it
follows that N = L− 1, as any string of length L− 1 is (L− 1)-substring unique, and the algorithm terminates at Step 3. In
this case, we also have ℓ(x) = L− 1, which contradicts the assumption that ℓ(x) = N < L− 1. Note that in this case x ends
with a 1 since (B(i), B(j), 0, 1) ends with a 1.
Suppose now that ℓ(x) > L− 1. Then, the algorithm terminated either at Step 1 or Step 3, with x = x(k) for some k > 0.
Since the algorithm terminated, x = x(k) had to be (L− 1)-substring unique.
The fact that x ends with a 1 and that the (L − 1)-st bit of x equals 1 follows immediately from the description of the
encoding process. In particular, if x = xI , given that the input xI has a 1 at the last and (L− 1)-st position, the same has to
be true for x. Otherwise, if x 6= xI , the result follows since (B(i), B(j), 0, 1) terminates with a 1 and in Step 3, if necessary,
the (L− 1)-st bit of x is set to 1.
In what follows, we describe the decoding procedure that allows us to recover xI from x.
Lemma 7. Suppose that x = ERR(xI). Given x, one can uniquely recover xI .
Proof: Suppose that the encoding process terminates after t rounds. If t = 0, the result follows since ℓ(x) = n, which
establishes that xI = x.
Now, assume that t > 0, so that ℓ(x) < n, which in turn implies x 6= xI . In what follows, we show that it is possible to
uniquely recover x(k−1) from x(k). Clearly, ℓ(x) = n− t.
We start by removing the last L − 2 bits of x which encode (B(i), B(j), b, 1), where b ∈ {0, 1}. The resulting string is
denoted by x′. If b = 1, we set the (L − 1)-th bit of x′ to 0. If j − i > L − 1, then we reinsert a nonoverlapping repeated
substring into x′ to obtain x(k−1). More precisely, we insert a substring of length L− 1 that starts at position i in x′ into the
same string, but at position j. Otherwise, if j − i < L− 1, we identify a substring of length L − 1 with period j − i whose
first j− i positions match those in x′ starting at position i and ending at position j− 1. We insert the identified substring into
position j of x′ to arrive at x(k−1) from x(k) according to Proposition 5. This procedure is repeated iteratively and recovers
xI exactly.
The following algorithm shows how to leverage the repeat replacement encoder ERR for the purpose of unique L-reconstruction
encoding. The L-reconstruction code encoder ELR described in Algorithm 2 takes as its input a binary string xI of length
n− 2 and the outputs a binary string x of length n.
Algorithm 2 Encoder ELR for an L-reconstruction code.
1: Let xI ∈ {0, 1}
n−2. If the L− 1 th bit of xI is 1, append (0, 1) to the string. Otherwise, set the L− 1 th bit of xI to 1,
and append (1, 1) to the string.
2: If ℓ(ERR(xI)) = n, set x = ERR(xI). Otherwise, append to ERR(xI) as many 0s as needed to make the string x have
length n.
The next result follows from the description of ELR, Propocition 4, and Lemma 7.
Theorem 8. There exists an L-reconstruction code for all values of L > 2 logn+ 4 that has cardinality 2n−2.
Proof: We outline the proof for the case L = 2 logn + 4. A simple modification of the encoder ERR, described in the
Appendix, shows that the same result is true for values of L exceeding 2 logn+ 4.
First, it follows from the description of the encoder ELR that any codeword can be uniquely reconstructed given its L-
multispectrum from Proposition 4 and Proposition 6, since ℓ(ERR(xI)) > L − 1, ERR(xI) is (L − 1)-substring unique, the
7(L − 1) th bit of ERR(xI) has value 1, and ERR(xI) ends with a 1. We only need to show that given any codeword x, it is
possible to uniquely recover xI , which is the input to the encoder ELR in Algorithm 2. Let z
′ = ERR(x
′), where x′ is the
input of Step 2 of the encoder ERR, so that x = (z
′,0). Recall from Algorithm 1 that z′ ends with the symbol 1 so that given
any codeword x, it is possible to extract the vector z′. From Lemma 7, we can then recover x′ from z′. If the last two bits
of x′ are (0, 1), then xI ∈ {0, 1}
n−2 is equal to the first n− 2 bits of x′. Otherwise, xI is equal to the first n− 2 bits of x
′
after the (L− 1) th bit of x′ is set to 0.
IV. THE CASE logn < L < 2 logn
We now turn our attention to the case L < 2 logn. In the previous section, we showed in Corollary 3 that for L > 2 logn+2,
one has limn→∞R(n, L) → 1. In what follows, we describe an L-reconstruction code for L = log n+2 log logn+8 whose rate
approaches 1 as n→∞. In Theorem 15, we will use this L-reconstruction code to show that limn→∞R(n, ⌈(1+ǫ) logn⌉) → 1
for any constant ǫ such that 0 < ǫ < 1.
We start by introducing some relevant notation. Let x ∈ {0, 1}n and suppose that x has a repeat at positions (i, j) and
another not necessarily distinct repeat at positions (i′, j′), both of length L − 1. We write (i, j) 6 (i′, j′) if j 6 j′, and
similarly (i, j) < (i′, j′) if j < j′. If x is not (L − 1)-substring unique, we say that the repeat at (i, j) in x is primal if
for any repeat at (i′, j′) in x, (i, j) 6 (i′, j′). Let Br : [n] → {0, 1}
logn+1 be an injective mapping such that for an integer
i ∈ [n], Br(i) ∈ {0, 1}
logn+1 represents a string that does not contain a run of 0s of length > 2 log logn. It will be verified
in Proposition 14 that such a labeling is possible, since there are at least n strings in {0, 1}logn+1 that have no runs of 0s of
lengths exceeding 2 log logn− 1.
We now outline the main ideas of the encoding and decoding procedure. The goal of the encoder is to produce a string x
which is (L− 1)-substring unique. At a high level, our approach is similar to the approach described in the previous section.
In particular, we rely on a repeat encoder, which we refer to as the primal repeat replacement encoder, that removes repeats of
substrings of length L−1 and, in the process of doing so, compresses the input string. As in the previous section, our codewords
are obtained by appending 0s to the output of the primal repeat replacement encoder, so that according to Proposition 4, the
resulting string is uniquely reconstructable based on its L-multispectrum.
There are two main differences between the primal repeat replacement encoder and the repeat replacement encoder from
the previous section: 1) The input to the primal repeat replacement encoder is required to be free of any runs of 0s of length
> 2 log logn; 2) Upon removal of repeated substrings, the primal repeat replacement encoder introduces marker runs of 0s of
length 2 log logn at the position of the repeated substring. As a result, the only positional information that needs to be included
into the string to make the encoding procedure invertible is the location of the first occurrence of the repeated substring – the
position of the second repeat can be inferred from the runlength of 0s and the runlength encoded location of the first substring.
In comparison, the generic repeat encoder from the previous section has to include information about the positions of both
occurrences of the repeated substring within the string to be encoded.
We now turn our attention to the primal repeat replacement encoder. We start with an information string xI ∈ {0, 1}
n that
does not contain runlengths of 0s of length > 2 log logn, ends with a 1 and has a 1 at position L− 1. We remove repeats from
xI one at a time so that at the end of the process, the encoded string is (L− 1)-substring unique. At each step, we choose to
remove the primal repeat. Suppose, for instance, that xI has a primal repeat at (i, j). We first remove the substring xI j,L−1
from xI . We then insert at position j the substring (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1) of length 2 log logn+ 1. The substring (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1) is a
marker that indicates to the decoder the position of a removed repeated substring. Immediately following (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1), we
insert (Br(i), 1) ∈ {0, 1}
logn+2, encoding the value of the first position i so that is satisfies a runlength constraint, with an
added bit 1. If needed, we also update the resulting string so that it has value 1 in position L− 1, and in the process of doing
so, we append three bits to the end of the string. Notice that according to this process, we have removed a substring from xI
of length L− 1 and inserted logn+2 log logn+6 = L− 2 bits so that the length of the resulting string is n− 1. This process
is repeated until the resulting encoded string does not contain any repeated substrings of length L − 1. Therefore, similar to
what we established for ERR, the encoding procedure terminates after at most n−L+1 repeated substrings are removed and
the resulting encoded string has length > L− 1.
The decoder operates as follows. Let x denote the output of the primal repeat replacement encoder. If ℓ(x) = n, then we
conclude that xI = x. Otherwise, we begin by removing the last three bits in x. If this substring equals (1, 1, 1), we set the
(L− 1)-th bit of x to 0. Otherwise, we perform no updates. We then locate the last occurrence of the substring (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1)
of length 2 log logn + 1 in x. The logn + 1 bits immediately following (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1) correspond to Br(i), indicating that
the substring zi,L−1 was removed at position j during encoding. Proposition 10 establishes that the removal of this repeat can
be inverted by replacing the substring (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, Br(i), 1) with the substring at position i in x. This process is continued
until the resulting string has length n and the vector xI is recovered.
Next, we describe the encoding and decoding processes in detail and show that the rate of the encoder approaches one for
sufficiently large n. We start with a rigorous outline of the primal repeat replacement encoder in Algorithm 3 (Recall that
xI ∈ {0, 1}
n has no runs of 0s of length > 2 log logn, and that the (L-1)-st and last bit of xI are equal to 1).
8Algorithm 3 Primal repeat replacement encoder EPrr for generating (L − 1)-substring unique strings.
1: If xI is (L− 1)-substring unique, set x = xI and STOP. Otherwise, set x
(0) = xI , and let k = 1.
2: Suppose that x(k−1) has a repeat at (i, j) of length L− 1, where (i, j) is primal. Generate x(k) by replacing x
(k−1)
j,L−1 with
the string (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, Br(i), 1) of length L− 5.
3: If x
(k)
L−1 = 0, update x
(k)
L−1 = 1 and append (1, 1, 1) to x
(k). Otherwise, append (1, 0, 1) to x(k). If x(k) is (L−1)-substring
unique, set x = x(k) and STOP. Otherwise, set k = k + 1, and go to Step 2.
The next proposition is an analogue of Proposition 6 for primal replacement encoding, and it may be proved using the same
arguments.
Proposition 9. Suppose that x = EPrr(xI). Then, x is (L− 1)-substring unique, has length> L− 1, and takes the value 1 at the
last and (L− 1)-th position.
The following proposition establishes that one can recover xI from EPrr(xI).
Proposition 10. For EPrr and k > 1, the string x
(k−1) can be reconstructed from x(k).
Proof: We start by removing the last three bits from x(k). If these last three bits are all equal to 1, we update x(k) so
that its (L−1)-th bit has value 0. Suppose that the last occurrence of the string (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1) of length 2 log logn+1 in x(k)
is at position j. Then, x
(k)
j,L−5 = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, Br(i), 1). Similar to the proof of Lemma 7, there are two cases to consider.
If (i, j) represents a nonoverlapping repeated substring, then we obtain xˆ(k−1) by replacing x
(k)
j,L−5 with x
(k)
i,L−1. Otherwise,
if (i, j) represents an overlapping repeated substring, so that j − i < L− 1, we replace x
(k)
j,L−5 with a string of length L− 1
and period j − i from x
(k)
i,j−i.
Assume next that the string generated according to the previous procedure does not equal x(k−1). This is only possible if x(k)
is the result of removing a repeat at (i′, j′) from x(k−1) such that j′ < j. Since there is a run of 0s of length at least 2 log logn
starting at position j, we know that at some point during encoding, the encoder EPrr removed a repeated substring of length
L−1 from position j. Since the encoder EPrr always chooses the primal repeat to remove according to Step 2 of Algorithm 3,
if j′ < j, we would had to have a prefix of x
(k−1)
j,L−1 removed and replaced with a suffix of (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, Br(i
′), 1). Since any
proper suffix of (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, Br(i
′), 1) does not contain runs of 0s of length > 2 log logn, we arrive at a contradiction as
x
(k)
j,2 log log n+1 6= (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1).
The next lemma follows from the two previous results and can be proved using the same ideas as those described in
Lemma 7.
Lemma 11. Suppose that x = EPrr(xI). Given x, one can recover xI .
The encoder EPlr of the L-reconstruction code is the same as the encoder ELR, except for the fact that EPlr calls EPrr
rather than ERR, and that the input xI is required to satisfy a runlength constraint. The input to EPlr in Algorithm 4 is
xI ∈ {0, 1}
n−3, where xI does not contain any runs of 0s of lengths > 2 log logn.
Algorithm 4 The encoder EPlr for a primal L-reconstruction code.
1: If the (L− 1)-st bit of xI equals 1, append (1, 0, 1) to xI . Otherwise, set the value of the (L− 1)-st bit to 1, and append
(1, 1, 1) to the resulting string.
2: If ℓ(EPrr(xI)) = n, set x = EPrr(xI). Otherwise, append as many 0s to EPrr(xI) as needed for x to have length n.
It is straightforward to prove the following result.
Lemma 12. The string EPlr(xI) belongs to an L-reconstruction code.
We now turn our attention to showing that the above construction results in a code of rate one. We start by characterizing
the number of possible choices for the vector xI ∈ {0, 1}
n−3 that can be used as inputs to EPlr.
Proposition 13. There are at least (
n− 3
4
(
1−
1
log(n− 3)
))⌊ n−3log(n−3) ⌋
possible different input strings xI for Algorithm 4.
9Proof: Let n′ = n − 3, and suppose that (x1I ,x
2
I , . . . ,x
⌊ n
′
log n′
⌋
I ) constitute the first (logn
′) · ⌊ n
′
logn′ ⌋ bits of xI . For
i ∈
[
⌊ n
′
logn′ ⌋
]
, we set the first and last bits of xiI ∈ {0, 1}
logn′ to 1. In addition, we require that xiI not have any runs of 0s
exceeding 2 log logn′ < 2 log logn. Using similar counting arguments as those used in the proof of Lemma 2, one can show
that the number of different choices for xiI is at least 2
logn′−2 − (logn′) · 2logn
′−2−2 log log n′ = n
′
4 ·
(
1− 1logn′
)
. Since we
are to concatenate n
′
logn′ such strings, we have at least(
n′
4
(
1−
1
logn′
))⌊ n′log n′ ⌋
choices for the first (logn′) · ⌊ n
′
logn′ ⌋ bits of xI . The remaining n
′ − (logn′) · ⌊ n
′
logn′ ⌋ bits of xI are set to 1. Substituting
n′ = n− 3 produces the claimed result.
Proposition 14. There exists an invertible encoder Br : [n] → {0, 1}
logn+1 such that for any i ∈ [n], the length of the longest
run of 0s in Br(i) is at most 2 log logn− 1.
Proof: The statement follows since we can show that there are at least n strings in {0, 1}logn+1 that do not have any
runs > 2 log logn and use the same counting arguments as in Lemma 2.
The above propositions and Lemma 12 may be used to establish the following theorem.
Theorem 15. Let L = (1 + ǫ) logn, where 0 < ǫ < 1. Then,
lim
n→∞
R(n, L) → 1.
Proof: According to Proposition 13, there are at least
(
n−3
4
(
1− 1log(n−3)
))⌊ n−3log(n−3) ⌋
choices for xI . Thus,
R(n, logn+ 2 log logn+ 5) >
1
n
·
(
n− 3
log(n− 3)
− 1
)
log
(
n− 3
4
)
+
1
n
·
(
n− 3
log(n− 3)
− 1
)
log
(
1−
1
log(n− 3)
)
.
The right hand side of the above expression converges to 1 as n → ∞. As before, the case L > logn + 2 log logn + 5 can
be handled through a simple modification of the primal repeat replacement encoder, described in Appendix C.
V. STRING RECONSTRUCTION FROM NOISY L-MULTISPECTRA
We consider next the problem of reconstructing strings from their noisy L-multispectrum. We are interested in two types
of spectrum errors. The first type of errors, usually referred to as coverage errors, occurs when substrings are removed from
the L-multispectrum. Unlike the related work [6], we focus on a special new type of coverage errors, termed sparse coverage
errors. These errors capture the fact that modern high throughput sequencing devices do not introduce long bursts of coverage
errors. The second type of errors, known as spurious errors, occur when individual substrings in the L-multispectrum are
subjected to substitution errors. In our subsequent derivations, we introduce some simple constructions that extend the setup
introduced in Section III so that it applies to noisy spectral reconstruction. The presented codes have code rates that converge
to one with increasing block length, and may be encoded and decoded in polynomial time.
A. Codes for Coverage Errors
We start with a construction for codes capable of correcting sparse coverage errors only. As before, we use ML(x) to
denote the L-multispectrum of a binary string x. The spectrum obtained from a noisy readout device presented with the string
x is denoted by M̂L(x). We require that M̂L(x) ⊆ ML(x) - i.e., that any substring in M̂L(x) also belongs to ML(x). The
spectrum M̂L(x) is said to have maximal coverage gap G if G is the maximum number of consecutive positions for which the
substrings starting at those positions are not included in M̂L(x). In addition, we say that a code is an (L,G)-reconstruction
code if given M̂L(x) with maximal coverage gap G, it is possible to uniquely reconstruct x whenever the string belongs to
the code. The next example illustrates the notion of a coverage gap.
Example 4. Let x = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0). Then, M4(x) =
{
(0, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0)
}
. Assume that the ob-
served noisy spectrum equals M̂4(x) =
{
(1, 0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0)
}
. Then, M̂4(x) has maximal coverage gap equal to two since
there are two substrings in M4(x) \ M̂4(x), and the two “missing” substrings start at two consecutive positions, 1 and 2.
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We present next a construction for an (L,G)-reconstruction code. The intuition behind our approach is as follows. Suppose
that one is given a prefix of x of length L, denoted by xL. The idea is to iteratively extend xL and thereby obtain a longer
prefix of x given the set M̂L(x) and the side information that M̂L(x) has maximal coverage gap G. In order to be able to
perform this extension, we restrict x to be Lˆ-substring unique, where Lˆ < L−G. Under this setup, xL contains at least G+2
substrings of length Lˆ, so that |M
Lˆ
(xL)| = G+2. Since M̂L(x) has maximal coverage gap G, there exists some x
′ ∈ M̂L(x)
and some j > 1 such that x′
1,Lˆ
= (xL)j,Lˆ. Therefore, we can append the last j − 1 bits of x
′ to xL to generate a longer
prefix of x. Continuing in this manner, it is possible to fully recover x given a few additional boundary constraints.
Recall the proof of Proposition 4 where in order to reconstruct a string x from its L-multispectrum, we relied on the
assumption that the first L − 1 bits of x do not appear more than once in ML(x). The reasons why this condition was
sufficient in the given setting are that 1) every substring of x of length L appears exactly once in ML(x) and 2) if x
′ ∈
ML(x) is such that x
′ 6= x1,L, then the prefix of length L − 1 of x
′ necessarily appears as a suffix of some other substring
in ML(x). For the case where M̂L(x) has maximal coverage gap G, the substrings x1,L,x2,L, . . . ,xG,L may not be in
M̂L(x), although at least one of the strings x1,L,x2,L, . . . ,xG,L,xG+1,L must belong to M̂L(x). Similarly, the substrings
xn−L−G+2,L,xn−L−G+3,L, . . . ,xn−L+1,L may not belong to M̂L(x), while an extended subset has to include at least one
substring that lies in M̂L(x). To account for these differences, we need to modify the encoders from Section III, which we
do in what follows.
We describe two encoders that are used to generate the codewords of an (L,G)-reconstruction code CG(n). First, we discuss
what we refer to as the gap repeat replacement encoder. The gap repeat replacement encoder EGrr functions similarly to the
repeat replacement encoder described in Section III. The main difference between the gap repeat replacement encoder and the
repeat replacement encoder is that the former ensures that the first G + 1 substrings of length Lˆ that appear in the encoded
string end with a 1, whereas the repeat replacement encoder only ensures that the first substring of length L−1 in the encoded
string ends with a 1.
Let Lˆ = 2 logn + 3 + G and suppose that L = Lˆ + G + 1 = 2 logn + 2G + 4. Recall that the parameter G > 1 is an
integer which represents the coverage gap. The input to EGrr is a string xI ∈ {0, 1}
n that takes the value 1 at all positions in
{Lˆ, Lˆ+1, . . . , Lˆ+G}. Furthermore, the last bit of xI also equals 1. The output of EGrr is a string x ∈ {0, 1}
∗ such that x is
Lˆ-substring unique, ℓ(x) 6 ℓ(xI), and the last bit of x has value 1. In addition, if ℓ(x) > Lˆ+G, then xLˆ,G+1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1).
Otherwise, if ℓ(x) < Lˆ+G, then x
Lˆ,ℓ(x)−Lˆ+1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1).
Algorithm 5 The gap repeat replacement encoder EGrr for generating Lˆ-substring unique strings.
1: If xI is Lˆ-substring unique, set x = xI and STOP. Otherwise, set x
(0) = xI , and let k = 1.
2: Suppose that x(k−1) has a repeat at positions (i, j) of length Lˆ. Let x(k) be obtained by deleting x
(k−1)
j,Lˆ
from x(k−1) and
subsequently appending the string (B(i), B(j), 1, 1, . . . , 1, 1) ∈ {0, 1}Lˆ−1 to the end of the generated string.
3: If ℓ(x) > Lˆ + G and x
(k)
Lˆ,G+1
6= (1, 1, . . . , 1), set the last G + 2 bits of x(k) to (x
(k)
Lˆ,G+1
, 1) and update x
(k)
Lˆ,G+1
=
(1, 1, . . . , 1). If x(k) is Lˆ-substring unique, set x = x(k) and STOP. Otherwise, set k = k + 1, and go to Step 2.
The following proposition easily follows from the techniques described in the previous section.
Proposition 16. The string x is Lˆ-substring unique, Lˆ 6 ℓ(x) 6 ℓ(xI), and the last bit of x has value 1. In addition, if ℓ(x) >
Lˆ+G, then x
Lˆ,G+1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1). Otherwise, if ℓ(x) < Lˆ+G, then xLˆ,ℓ(x)−Lˆ+1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1).
Proof: The fact that x is Lˆ-substring unique follows from the same proof approach outlined in Proposition 6. For ℓ(x) >
Lˆ+G, it follows that x
Lˆ,G+1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1) based on Step 3) of the encoding procedure EGrr. For Lˆ 6 ℓ(x) < Lˆ+G, the
claim that the last ℓ(x) − Lˆ + 1 bits of x equal 1 follows from Step 2) of EGrr, since the string (B(i), B(j), 1, 1, . . . , 1, 1)
ends with G+ 2 1s.
Proposition 17. The string x(k−1) generated during encoding with EGrr can be reconstructed from x
(k), for all k > 1.
We present next the encoder EG for CG(n). The encoder EG operates similarly to ELR in so far that it starts with an
information string xI of length n and calls the repeat replacement encoder EGrr to remove repeated substrings. The main
difference between EG and ELR is that EG introduces additional redundancy needed for reconstruction in the presence of
coverage gaps.
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Algorithm 6 Encoder EG for an (L,G)-reconstruction code.
1: Let xI ∈ {0, 1}
n−3G−3. Append ((xI)Lˆ,G+1, 1) ∈ {0, 1}
G+2 and prepend (1, 1, . . . , 1, 0) ∈ {0, 1}G+1 to xI . Set
(xI)Lˆ,G+1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1).
2: If ℓ(EGrr(xI)) = n, set x = EGrr(xI). Otherwise, append to EGrr(xI) as many 0s as needed to make the string have
fixed length n.
The next proposition is a consequence of the description of EGrr and EG.
Proposition 18. Suppose that x = (x′,0) = EG(xI), where x
′ is the output of the encoder EGrr. Then, x
′ is Lˆ-substring unique,
x1,G+1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1, 0), and the last bit of x
′ equals 1. If ℓ(x′) > Lˆ +G, then x
Lˆ,G+1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1). Otherwise, if ℓ(x
′) <
Lˆ+G, then x
Lˆ,ℓ(x′)−Lˆ+1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1).
Proof: The fact that x′ is Lˆ-substring unique follows using the same proof techniques described for the repeat replacement
encoder ERR in Section III. The fact that x1,G+1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1, 0) follows from Lˆ > G+1 and the observation that given any
string v ∈ {0, 1}Lˆ−1, the string (x1,G+1,v) is Lˆ-substring unique, and hence no repeat replacement is performed on x1,G+1.
The last statement of the proposition follows directly from Step 2) of EG and Proposition 22.
Lemma 19. The code CG(n) = {x : x = EG(xI)} is an (L,G)-reconstruction code.
Proof: We need to show that one can recover x given a multispectrum M̂L(x) with maximal coverage gap G.
Let x = (x′,0), where x′ is the output of the gap repeat replacement encoder in Step 2) of EGrr. We start as in Proposition 4,
by identifying a proper prefix of x, and then continue by appending substrings to the prefix until the codeword x is recovered.
Suppose that x(1) is such that the first Lˆ bits of x(1) appear in M̂L(x) exactly once. We show that such a string x
(1)
necessarily exists. Suppose that xj,L, where 1 6 j 6 G + 1, is the positionally first substring of length L in x that belongs
to M̂L(x). Assume next that ℓ(x
′) > Lˆ+G. We show that the substring xj,Lˆ appears exactly once in M̂Lˆ(x), which implies
that xj,Lˆ appears exactly once in M̂L(x). Based on Proposition 18, and given that x
′ is Lˆ-substring unique, xj,Lˆ cannot
appear twice in M̂
Lˆ
(x′). Therefore, if xj,Lˆ appears twice in M̂Lˆ(x), one must have xj,Lˆ ∈ {xℓ(x′)−Lˆ+2,xℓ(x′)−Lˆ+3, . . . ,
xn−Lˆ+1,Lˆ}. However, this is not possible as each string in {xℓ(x′)−Lˆ+2,xℓ(x′)−Lˆ+3, . . . , xn−Lˆ+1,Lˆ} ends with a 0, while
given ℓ(x′) > Lˆ+G, the string xj,Lˆ must end with a 1 according to Proposition 18.
Next, we consider the case ℓ(x′) < Lˆ + G. If xj,Lˆ ends with a 1, then the result follows based on the same argument as
used for the case ℓ(x′) > Lˆ+G. Assume instead that x
j,Lˆ
ends with a 0. This is possible only if (j − 1) + Lˆ > ℓ(x′), since
x
′ ends with a 1. Let k be the position of the last 1 in the substring xj,Lˆ. Then, the strings {xj+1,Lˆ,xj+2,Lˆ, . . . ,xj+(k−1),Lˆ}
all have their last 1 appear at positions < k. Since the strings in M̂
Lˆ
(x)/{xj+1,Lˆ,xj+2,Lˆ, . . . ,xj+(k−1),Lˆ} are all-zeros, there
exists a string M̂L(x) whose first Lˆ bits appear only once in M̂Lˆ(x). This settles the case ℓ(x
′) < Lˆ+G.
Recall that x(1) is such that the substring x
(1)
1,Lˆ
appears exactly once in M̂L(x); we established the existence of such a string
with the previous argument. It is straightforward to show that x(1) = xj,L, where 1 6 j 6 G+ 1 and xj,L is the positionally
first substring of x of length L that belongs to M̂L(x). Our goal is to find a prefix of x given x
(1). Suppose next that the
first 0 in x(1) appears at position k. Since x1,G+1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1, 0), based on Proposition 18, one can form x1,L+G−k+1 by
prepending G−k+1 1s to x(1). Let xˆ = x1,L+G−k+1, so that xˆ is a prefix of x of length L+G−k+1. We continue with a
procedure similar to that outlined in the proof of Proposition 4 and extend the string xˆ. For j > (L+G− k+1)−L+1, we
attempt to find a substring xL such that (xL)1,Lˆ = xˆj,Lˆ, and j is as small as possible. We note that since M̂L(x) has maximal
coverage gap G, such an xL exists as there are (L−1)− Lˆ+1 = G+1 possibilities for j. Also, observe that there exist at most
two substrings xL and x
′
L that satisfy (xL)1,Lˆ = xˆj,Lˆ, (x
′
L)1,Lˆ = xˆj,Lˆ, unless xL,x
′
L are both all-zeros. The latter observation
holds since x′ is Lˆ-substring unique, so that xˆ
j,Lˆ
cannot appear more than once in M̂
Lˆ
(x′). Assume therefore that xˆ
j,Lˆ
appears
in {x
ℓ(x′)−L+2,Lˆ,xℓ(x′)−L+3,Lˆ, . . . ,xn−L+1,Lˆ}. If xˆj,Lˆ is not all-zeros it follows that xˆj,Lˆ ∈ {xℓ(x′)−Lˆ+2,Lˆ,xℓ(x′)−Lˆ+3,Lˆ,
. . . , xℓ(x′),Lˆ}. However, similarly to what was previously discussed, since x
′ ends with a 1 and is followed by an all-zeros
string in x, xˆ
j,Lˆ
cannot appear more than once in {x
ℓ(x′)−Lˆ+2,Lˆ,xℓ(x′)−Lˆ+3,Lˆ, . . . , xℓ(x′),Lˆ,Lˆ} – otherwise, the last 1 in
each string would appear at a different position.
As a result, there exist at most two substrings, say xL and x
′
L such that (xL)1,Lˆ = xˆj,Lˆ, (x
′
L)1,Lˆ = xˆj,Lˆ, unless xL and
x
′
L are both all-zeros. If xL and x
′
L are all-zeros, we append j − ((L+G− k + 1)− L+ 1) 0s to xˆ. Suppose then that xL
and x′L are not both equal to the all-zeros string. Then, at least one of the strings xL or x
′
L ends with j−G+ k− 2 0s, since
it has to belong to the set {xℓ(x′)−L+2,L,xℓ(x′)−L+3,L, . . . , xℓ(x′),L,L}. Assume that the string xL ends with j −G+ k − 2
0s. Then, given that xL 6= x
′
L, it follows that the last j −G+ k − 2 bits of x
′
L are not all equal to 0. In this case, we extend
the string xˆ by appending the last j −G+ k− 2 bits of x′L to xˆ and remove the string x
′
L from M̂L(x), so that xˆ is a prefix
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of x of length L+ j − 1. We continue in this manner until either the set M̂L(x) is empty or M̂L(x) contains only all-zeros
strings. Then, we recover the string x from xˆ by appending an appropriate number of 0s.
The next lemma follows from Proposition 17.
Lemma 20. Given x = EG(xI), one can recover xI .
As a consequence of the two previous lemmas, we have the following result.
Theorem 21. For a positive integerG, there exists an (2 logn+ 2G+ 4, G) reconstruction code of size 2n−3G−3.
B. Codes for Spurious and Coverage Errors
We now turn our attention to the problem of correcting both spurious and coverage errors. In order to describe the problem,
we require some additional notation.
Let Et : {0, 1}
m → {0, 1}m be a map such that the input and output vector differ in at most t positions. In other words,
Et is such that given any v ∈ {0, 1}
m, dH(v, Et(v)) 6 t, where dH(v, Et(v)) denotes the Hamming distance between v and
Et(v). As before, for x ∈ {0, 1}
n, let ML(x) denote its L-multispectrum and M̂L(x) = {x1,x2, . . . ,xM} ⊆ ML(x) has
maximal coverage gap G. We say that M˜L(x) is (G, t)-constrained if M˜L(x) = {Et(x1), Et(x2), . . . , Et(xM )}.
Example 5. Let x = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0). Then, M4(x) =
{
(0, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0)
}
. Assume that the ob-
served spectrum with coverage errors equals M̂4(x) =
{
(1, 0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0)
}
. Clearly, M̂4(x) has maximal coverage gap
equal to two. The set M˜4(x) =
{
(1, 1, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 0)
}
is (2, 1)-constrained.
Note that the substrings in M˜4(x) cover the bit x4 twice. The first copy of x4 appears as the second bit in (1, 1, 1, 0), while
the second copy of x4 appears as the first bit in (0, 0, 0, 0); x4 was subjected to a substitution error in the string (1, 1, 1, 0)
but not in the string (0, 0, 0, 0). A spectrum M˜L(x) is said to be reliable if for any symbol in x, there are more copies of the
correct value rather than incorrect value of the symbol.
Example 6. Let x = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1). Then,
M7(x) =
{
(0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1)
}
.
Assume that coverage errors lead to
M̂7(x) =
{
(0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
}
.
The noisy spectrum M̂7(x) has maximal coverage gap two, since M7(x) \ M̂7(x) = {x1,7,x4,7,x5,7}. Suppose next that
M˜7(x) =
{
(0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
}
.
It is straightforward to see that M˜7(x) is (2, 1)-constrained. Furthermore, M˜7(x) is reliable. To see why this is the case, note
that only one single substitution error occurs in M˜7(x), within the substring (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0). The error affects the bit x7,
which appears at the seventh position in the substring. However, the spectrum also contains two additional correct copies of
the bit x7 that appear at the fourth position in (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0) and at the third position in (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0).
We say that a code is an (L,G, t)-error correcting code if its codewords can be uniquely reconstructed given a noisy spectrum
M˜L(x) that is (G, t)-constrained and reliable. In the remainder of this section, we describe a construction for a (L,G, t)-error
correcting code CG,t(n).
The main difference between the error model discussed in this section and the coverage-error model described in the previous
section is that errors may occur in different copies of the data bits covered by substrings in M˜L(x). To deal with this issue,
we introduce a set of new coding constraints. To define the constraints, let L˜ be a positive integer whose value is determined
based on the parameters G < L˜ and t. In addition, suppose that L = 3L˜. As before, a codeword x ∈ CG,t(n) is assumed to
take the form x = (x′,0). The constraints of interest are imposed on the string x′ as follows:
• Condition 1: Any two distinct substrings of length L˜ in x′ are required to be at Hamming distance > 6t+ 1;
• Condition 2: Any substring of x′ of length L˜ has weight > 2t+ 1.
If x′ satisfies Condition 1, we say that x′ is (6t + 1)-substring distinct, and if x′ satisfies Condition 2, we say that x′ is
(2t+1)-heavy. We will also require three additional constraints to be described shortly after introducing some relevant notation.
Let EncN : {0, 1}
N−(5t+G) logN → {0, 1}(5t+G) logN be a systematic encoder for a code of length N and minimum
distance 2(5t + G) + 1 that has (5t + G) logN redundant bits. In other words, for any two distinct binary strings z1, z2 of
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the same length, dH
((
z1, Encℓ(z1)(z1)
)
,
(
z2, Encℓ(z2)(z2)
))
> 2(5t+G)+ 1. The encoder EncN will be used to protect
the last L− 1 bits of x′ along with the information provided by B
(
ℓ(x′) mod (2(G+ L˜+ 1))
)
, the previously used binary
representation function. For convenience, reference to the parameter N is omitted whenever it is clear from the context what
the length of the input string fed into EncN is.
For convenience, let
xt,rep = (1
2t+G+1, 0, 12t+G+1, 0, . . . , 12t+G+1, 0) ∈ {0, 1}(2t+G+2)(2t+2)
denote a string obtained by concatenating (12t+G+1, 0) ∈ {0, 1}
2t+G+2 with itself 2t + 2 times. Furthermore, let PL be a
positive integer that satisfies PL − (5t+G) logPL − (2t+G+ 2)(2t+ 2) = log(2(G+ L˜+ 1)). Finally, let
vℓ(x′) =
(
B
(
ℓ(x′) mod (2(G+ L˜+ 1))
)
, Enc
(
B
(
ℓ(x′) mod (2(G+ L˜+ 1))
))
∈ {0, 1}PL−(2t+G+2)(2t+2).
Note that ℓ(x′) mod (2(G+ L˜+ 1)) can be recovered from the string E5t+G(vℓ(x′)).
The additional constraints required are used to recover the bits forming a sufficiently long prefix and suffix of x′, and are
summarized as follows:
• Constraint 4: The last symbol of x′ is equal to 1;
• Constraint 5: The last L− 1 bits of x′ constitute a codeword of a code with minimum Hamming distance 2(5t+G)+1;
• Constraint 6: The substring x1,PL is equal to (xt,rep,vℓ(x′)).
Constraint 5 will be used in Proposition 25 to recover a prefix of x used to jumpstart the reconstruction procedure. All three
constraints are used to determine a (possibly noisy) suffix of x′.
As before, we make use of two encoders. The first encoder, EGTrr, is what we term a (G, t)-repeat replacement encoder,
and it represents a variant of the basic repeat replacement encoder. The encoder EGTrr outputs a string free of repeats of
predetermined length. However, unlike all other repeat replacement encoders introduced so far, EGTrr also ensures that its
output is (6t+ 1)-substring distinct, (2t+ 1)-heavy, and that the last L− 1 bits form a codeword from a code with minimum
Hamming distance 2(5t+G) + 1 that ends with a 1, and that x1,PL = (xt,rep,vℓ(x′)). The second encoder, EGT , operates on
the output of the encoder EGTrr to form the codewords of the desired code.
We now rigorously describe the encoding steps of EGTrr. Let L˜ be a positive integer such that L˜ = 2 logn+6t log(L˜+1)+
(5t+G) log(L− 1) + PL + 2t+ 2, and suppose that L = 3L˜. In what follows, we assume that G < L˜. We say z ∈ {0, 1}
m
has an (L˜, 6t)-repeat at positions (i, j) if dH(zi,L˜, zj,L˜) 6 6t.
Furthermore, let D(z1, z2) be a mapping that takes as its input two strings z1, z2, both of length L˜, that differ in at most
6t positions, and outputs a string of length 6t log(L˜ + 1) describing the positions where the two strings differ. Clearly, given
z1 or z2 and D(z1, z2), one can uniquely determine z2 or z1.
The input to the desired repeat replacement encoder EGTrr is a string xI ∈ {0, 1}
n whose prefix of length PL equals
(xt,rep,vn), its last bit has the value 1, and (xI)n−L+2,L−1 belongs to a code with minimum Hamming distance 2(5t+G)+1.
Algorithm 7 Repeat replacement encoder EGTrr for generating (6t+ 1)-substring distinct strings.
1: If xI is (6t+ 1)-substring distinct and (2t+ 1)-heavy, set x = xI and STOP. Otherwise, set x
(0) = xI , and let k = 1.
2: If x(k−1) has a (L˜, 6t)-repeat at positions (i, j), go to Step 3. Otherwise, go to Step 4.
3: Let
v =
(
B(i), B(j), D(x
(k−1)
i,L˜
,x
(k−1)
j,L˜
), 1PL , 12t+1
)
∈ {0, 1}L˜−1−(5t+G) log(L−1).
Go to Step 5.
4: Let 2t be an upper bound on the weight of x
(k−1)
j,L˜
and let
v =
(
B(j), B(j), D(0,x
(k−1)
j,L˜
), 1PL , 12t+1
)
∈ {0, 1}L˜−1−(5t+G) log(L−1).
5: Let x(k) be the string obtained by deleting the substring x
(k−1)
j,L˜
from x(k−1).
6: Update the last 2t + 1 + PL bits of v to (x
(k)
1,PL
, 12t+1) and append (Enc(x
(k)
ℓ(x(k))−2L˜+1,2L˜
,v),v) ∈ {0, 1}L˜−1 to x(k).
Update
x
(k)
1,PL
= (xt,rep,vℓ(x(k))).
If x(k) is (6t+1)-substring distinct and (2t+1)-heavy, set x = x(k) and STOP. Otherwise, set k = k+1, and go to Step
2.
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In Step 5 of EGTrr, if ℓ(x
(k)) < 2L˜, then x
(k)
ℓ(x(k))−2L˜+1,2L˜
(provided as input to Enc) is the string obtained by appending
sufficiently many 0s to x(k) so that the resulting string length equals 2L˜.
Also, observe that if Step 3 is executed, v starts with B(i), B(j), where i 6= j; otherwise, if Step 4 is executed, v starts
with B(j), B(j). The next two propositions easily follow using previously described proof techniques.
Proposition 22. The output string x has the following properties:
1) x is (6t+ 1)-substring distinct;
2) x is (2t+ 1) heavy;
3) x ends with a 1;
4) The suffix of x of length L− 1 is a codeword in a code with minimum Hamming distance 2(5t+G) + 1; and
5) x1,PL = (xt,rep,vℓ(x)).
Proposition 23. For k > 1, any string x(k−1) generated by EGTrr can be reconstructed from x
(k).
The encoder EGT described next uses the repeat replacement encoder EGTrr to generate the codewords in CG,T (n).
Algorithm 8 The encoder EGT of a (L,G, t)-reconstruction code.
1: Let xI ∈ {0, 1}
n−PL−(5t+G) log(L−1)−1 and suppose that v is the suffix of xI of length
L− 2− (5t+G) log(L− 1). Append (Enc(v, 1),v, 1) and prepend (xt,rep,vn) to xI .
2: Append to EGTrr(xI) as many 0s as needed to make the string have length n.
Next, we turn our attention to describing the reconstruction algorithm, R˜ : M˜L(x) → x, for the (L,G, t)-reconstruction
code CG,t(n). We start by introducing some relevant notation.
For two strings z ∈ {0, 1}m, m > L, and xL ∈ M˜L(x), we say that xL is a 6t-distant suffix of z at position j with
overhang h if dH
(
(xL)1,L˜, zj,L˜
)
6 6t, for some m−L+1 6 j 6 m− L˜+ 1 and h = L− (m− j +1). Intuitively, if xL is
a 6t-distant suffix of z at position j with overhang h, then the first L˜ bits of xL are within Hamming distance 6t of zj,L˜. In
addition, if those first L˜ bits of xL are aligned with the suffix of z beginning at position j, then the final h bits of xL extend
beyond the end of z (or overhang z) by h bits. If xL is a 6t-distant suffix with overhang h at a position j that is the largest
such possible, then we say that xL is a furthest 6t-distant suffix of z in M˜L(x). We will also refer to z as a 6t-prefix of xL.
Furthermore, for any xL ∈ M˜L(x), we say that xL is (t+ 1)-tail heavy if (xL)2L˜+1,L˜ is (t+ 1)-heavy.
Suppose that x˜ is a noisy copy of x containing substitution errors. For xL ∈ M˜L(x), we say that (xL)j is an approximate
repeat of x˜i if dH((xL)1,L˜, x˜i−j+1,L˜) 6 6t and xL is (t+ 1)-tail heavy.
Algorithm 9 Decoding algorithm R˜ for the code CG,t(n).
1: Initialization: If there exists a (t + 1)-tail heavy xL ∈ M˜L(x) that has no 6t-distant prefixes in M˜L(x), set x˜
(0) = xL.
Otherwise, let x˜
(0)
be a string xL ∈ M˜L(x) such that (xL)j,2t+1 is (t+ 1)-heavy and j is maximal.
2: For i ∈ [2t+G+2], set x˜
(0)
i to the majority-value of the multiset {x˜
(0)
i , x˜
(0)
i+(2t+G+2), x˜
(0)
i+2(2t+G+2), . . . , x˜
(0)
i+(2t)(2t+G+2)}.
Suppose that the first 0 in x˜(0) appears at position 2t+G+ 2− j. Then, let x˜(1) be the string obtained by prepending j
1s to x˜(0). Furthermore, let ℓ = ℓ(x′) mod (2(G+ L˜+ 1)), which can be recovered from the first PL symbols of x˜
(1)
.
3: Extension: Let xL ∈ M˜L(x) be a furthest (t+1)-tail heavy 6t-distant suffix of x˜
(k)
with overhang h. Let x˜(k+1) be the
result of appending the last h bits of xL to x˜
(k)
. If no such xL exists, go to Step 4. Otherwise, update k = k + 1, and
repeat this step.
4: Length adjustment: If 0 < (ℓ(x˜(k))− ℓ) mod 2(G+ L˜+ 1) 6 L˜− 1, let x˜ be a truncation of x˜(k) such that (ℓ(x˜(k))−
ℓ) mod 2(G+ L˜+ 1) = 0. If L˜− 1 < (ℓ(x˜(k))− ℓ) mod 2(G+ L˜+ 1) 6 2(G+ L˜+ 1)− 1, let x˜ be the string obtained
by appending 0s to x˜(k) until (ℓ(x˜(k))− ℓ) mod 2(G+ L˜+ 1) = 0.
5: Error correction: For i ∈ [ℓ(x˜)−L+1], set x˜i to the majority value of the approximate repeats of x˜i covered by substrings
in M˜L(x).
6: Termination: Using the decoder for the length L − 1 codebook, recover x′
ℓ(x′)−L+2,L−1 and set x˜ℓ(x′)−L+2,L−1 =
x
′
ℓ(x′)−L+2,L−1, x = (x˜,0).
We break down the proof of correctness of the decoding procedure R˜ into several steps.
Proposition 24. After Step 1, if ℓ(x′) > L+G, then x˜(0) = Et(xj,L), where 1 6 j 6 G+ 1. Otherwise, if ℓ(x
′) < L+G, then
x˜
(0) = Et(xj,L), where 1 6 j 6 2t+G+ 1.
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Proof: Since M˜L(x) is (G, t)-constrained, we know that at least one of the strings Et(x1,L), Et(x2,L), . . . , Et(xG+1,L)
belongs to the set M˜L(x). It is straightforward to verify that if ℓ(x
′) > L+G, then x˜(0) = Et(xj,L), where 1 6 j 6 G+ 1,
since each of the strings in Et(x1,L), Et(x2,L), . . . , Et(xG+1,L) is (t+ 1)-tail heavy.
If ℓ(x′) < L + G, then the result follows by observing that in order for (xL)j,2t+1 to be (t + 1)-heavy, (xL)j,2t+1 6=
Et(0, 0, . . . , 0), since Et can introduce at most t 1s into its argument strings. In addition, given that the output string of the
encoder EGTrr, x
′, ends with 2t + 1 1s, there exists a xL ∈ M˜L(x) for which (xL)j,2t+1 is (t + 1)-heavy and (xL)j,2t+1
contains a copy of at least one symbol from x′. In the worst case, we have (xL)j,2t+1 = Et(x
′
ℓ(x′), 0, 0, . . . , 0). Since x˜
(0) = xL
was chosen so that j is maximal and M˜L(x) is (G, t)-constrained, it follows that x
(0) = Et(xk,L) for all 1 6 k 6 2t+G+1,
as claimed.
Proposition 25. Letm = min{ℓ(x˜(1)), ℓ(x′)}. After Step 2,
dH(x˜
(1)
1,m,x
′
1,m) 6 t.
Proof: As a result of the previous proposition, we have x˜
(0) = Et(xj,L) for all 1 6 j 6 2t+G+1. Thus, x˜
(0)
1,(2t+G+2)(2t+1) =
Et(12t+G+2−j , 0, 12t+G+1, 0, . . . , 12t+G+1, 0, 1j−1). In words, x˜
(0)
1,(2t+G+2)(2t+1) is the result of at most t errors occurring to
a cyclic rotation of the string (12t+G+1, 0) concatenated (2t+ 1) times. Since Et introduces at most t errors, we can correct
any errors that occur in the first (2t+G+ 2)-symbols of x˜(0). Subsequently, we can prepend symbols to x˜(0) to obtain x˜(1),
which is a string that has the properties stated in the proposition.
Proposition 26. For iteration k executed during Step 3 of the algorithm, letmk = min{ℓ(x˜
(k)), ℓ(x′)}. Then, for any i ∈ [mk −
L+ 1],
dH(x˜
(k)
i,L,x
′
i,L) 6 5t.
Proof: Suppose that at the beginning of Step 4, k = T . We first show the result holds for 1 6 k 6 T − 1 using induction
on k. For k = 1, the result follows from Proposition 25. Next, suppose the result holds for all k 6 K and consider the case
k = K+1. Suppose that the vector x(K+1) is the result of appending the last h = ℓ(x(K+1))− ℓ(x(K)) bits of xL to x
(K) as
described in Step 3. By the inductive assumption, for any i ∈ [mK−L+1], one has dH(x˜
(K)
i,L ,x
′
i,L) 6 5t. Since xL is (t+1)-
tail heavy, it follows that xL ∈ M˜L(x1,ℓ(x′)+L˜), since in order for xL to be (t+1)-tail heavy, (xL)2L˜+1,L˜ must contain at least
one copy of a bit from x′. Furthermore, since xL is a 6t-distant suffix of x˜
(K)
, it follows that (xL)L−h+1,h = Et(xmK+1,h).
Finally, since M˜L(x) is (G, t)-constrained and G < L˜, h > L˜, the result holds for all 1 6 k 6 T − 1. The result for k = T
may be established along the same lines.
The proof of the next proposition follows immediately from the previous proposition and the fact that the value ℓ(x′) mod
(2(G+ L˜+1)), which can be obtained from the first PL symbols of the received string, is encoded using a code with minimum
distance 2(5t+G) + 1.
Proposition 27. After Step 4, ℓ(x˜) = ℓ(x′), and for any i ∈ [ℓ(x′)− L+ 1],
dH(x˜i,L,x
′
i,L) 6 5t.
As a consequence of the previous proposition we also have the following result.
Proposition 28. After Step 5, x˜i = x
′
i for i ∈ [ℓ(x
′)− L+ 1].
Finally, we arrive at the following lemma, which follows since the last L−1 symbols of x′ belong to a code with minimum
Hamming distance 2(5t+G) + 1.
Lemma 29. After Step 6, x = x.
We summarize the previous results as stated in the next theorem.
Theorem 30. There exists an (L,G, t)-reconstruction code with at most
log logn+ 2(5t+G) log(L− 1) + 1
redundant bits whenever L = O(log n).
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VI. OPEN PROBLEMS
The problem of designing large codebooks of substring-unique strings may be extended in multiple directions, including:
• Designing substring-unique codewords over larger alphabet, and in particular, alphabets of size four that would accom-
modate applications in DNA-based data storage.
• Incorporating address and forbidden substring constraints. Addresses are added to long DNA blocks for the purpose of
random access [34], [35]. For proper information retrieval, one requires that sequences at small Hamming or edit distance
be avoided in the information string. Furthermore, due to synthesis constraints, long runs of G symbols in the DNA code
are to be avoided. This poses the interesting question of combining substring uniqueness constraints with runlength and
other relevant string content restrictions.
• Extending the work to account for other types of errors that are encountered in both DNA synthesis and sequencing. In the
former case, one would encounter bursts of substring errors, in which overlapping substrings would share the same error.
A particularly interesting question is to address the reconstruction problem without the strong ”coverage gap” constraint,
which requires that not more than a small constant number of consecutive substrings are unobserved.
• Accommodating deletion errors in the read and write process. This is a particularly challenging question, as one would
require that no two substrings of a string be at small Levenshtein distance from each other.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
To derive the lower bound, we establish an upper bound on the number of strings that do not belong to U(n, L). We start
with a string x of length n − L + 1. Then, we pick an arbitrary location i and insert the substring xi,L−1 at some location
j 6= i. Then, since there are 2n−L+1 ways to select x, and at most
(
n−L+1
2
)
6
(n−L+1)2
2 ways to pick the indices i, j, it
follows that there are at most 2n−L+1 · (n − L + 1)2/2 ways to form a string which does not lie in U(n, L). This in turn
implies that
|U(n, L)| > 2n − (n− L+ 1)2 · 2n−L.
For the upper bound, we observe that every word in U(n, L) has to avoid concatenations of repeated substrings of length
L− 1. As a result,
|U(n, L)| 6 2L−1 · (2L−1 − 1) ·
n
L−1−2∏
j=1
(2L−1 − j · (L − 1))
6
(
2L−1
) n
2(L−1) ·
(
2L−1 −
(
n
2(L− 1)
− 1
)
· (L− 1)
) n
2(L−1)
6 2n ·
(
1− (
n
2(L− 1)
− 1) ·
(L− 1)
2(L−1)
) n
2(L−1)
6 2n · exp
(
−
n
2L
· (
n
2(L− 1)
− 1)
)
,
where the first inequality follows from upper bounding the product using an appropriate power of its first term only.
APPENDIX B
THE REPEAT REPLACEMENT ENCODER FOR L > 2 logn+ 4
The only difference between the repeat replacement encoder for L > 2 logn + 4 and the one for L = 2 logn + 4 is
a modification of Step 2, described below. There, we append the string (1, 1, . . . , 1, B(i), B(j), 0, 1) rather than the string
(B(i), B(j), 0, 1) to the current string estimate, where the length of the prepended string of 1s equals L− (2 logn+ 4).
Algorithm 10 Repeat replacement encoder ERR for generating (L − 1)-substring unique strings.
1: If xI is (L− 1)-substring unique, set x = xI and STOP. Otherwise, set x
(0) = xI , and let k = 1.
2: Suppose that x(k−1) has a repeat at positions (i, j) of length L− 1. Let x(k) be obtained by deleting x
(k−1)
j,L−1 from x
(k−1)
and subsequently appending the string (1, 1, . . . , 1, B(i), B(j), 0, 1) ∈ {0, 1}L−2 to the modified string x(k−1).
3: If x
(k)
L−1 = 0, i.e., if the (L − 1) -st bit of x
(k) equals 0, reset x
(k)
L−1 = 1 and update the last two bits of x
(k) to (1, 1). If
x
(k) is (L− 1)-substring unique, set x = x(k) and STOP. Otherwise, set k = k + 1, and go to Step 2.
APPENDIX C
THE PRIMAL REPEAT REPLACEMENT ENCODER FOR L > logn+ 2 log logn+ 8
Once again, the only difference between the encoder used for L = logn + 2 log logn + 8 and the encoder used for L >
logn + 2 log logn + 8 is in one single step, Step 2. There, the string (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, Br(i), 1, 1, . . . , 1) is inserted instead of
the string (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, Br(i), 1), where the appended string of all 1s has length (L− 2)− (logn+ 2 log logn+ 5).
Algorithm 11 Primal repeat replacement encoder EPrr for generating (L− 1)-substring unique strings.
1: If xI is (L− 1)-substring unique, then set x = xI and STOP. Otherwise, set x
(0) = xI , and let k = 1.
2: Suppose that x(k−1) has a repeat at (i, j) of length L− 1, where (i, j) is primal. Generate x(k) by replacing x
(k−1)
j,L−1 with
the string (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, Br(i), 1, 1, . . . , 1) of length L− 5.
3: If x
(k)
L−1 = 0, update x
(k)
L−1 = 1 and append (1, 1, 1) to x
(k). Otherwise, append (1, 0, 1) to x(k). If x(k) is (L−1)-substring
unique, set x = x(k) and STOP. Otherwise, set k = k + 1, and go to Step 2.
